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5G: The Opportunities and the Challenges

5G ̵– everyone's heard of It. But what makes 5G different from what we already have? Sure, it’d be nice
to download videos faster, but what else can it really do for my business?
Turns out, quite a bit! Imagine smart energy applications that can cut power instantly on detection of a
local disruption – virtually eliminating blackouts. What about robotic surgery? Not from the next room
over, but from the other side of the globe – by the world's best. Or autonomous vehicles that don't
merely navigate on their own, but continuously communicate with other vehicles and even the roadway
infrastructure itself to minimize travel times and increase safety.

In fact, combining 5G with other emerging technologies such as AI and blockchain leads to even
more astounding capabilities.
For example, picture a manufacturing plant that reroutes material flows on the factory floor and
reprograms production machines in real time in response to changes in demand for various
products at retail – several tiers down the supply chain!

Jack won't just tell you how 5G will impact your business and your industry. He'll show you
how to develop your strategy to leverage 5G, and related emerging technologies for a
sustainable competitive advantage.
Jack can also custom craft this presentation for technology solution providers. And, his
programs can be delivered in-house to employees or to clients and prospects at customer
conferences and marketing events.

Jack Shaw is a global thought leader and emerging technology strategist with over 30 years of
experience in gauging the significance of emerging technologies for business. He was voted one of the
top five Technology Futurists in the world in a poll conducted by Speaking.com. Jack keeps a pulse on
shifts in technology, providing him the foresight to help industry leaders understand how emerging
technologies impact their digital ecosystem -and how these technologies are practically applied both
today and tomorrow. From small and mid-sized businesses to such Fortune 500 organizations as
Mercedes Benz USA, GE, Coca-Cola, IBM, Oracle, and SAP, he has advised executives informing them
regarding critical business needs. Jack has delivered over 1,000 keynote discussions and executive
forums in 26 countries and every state across the U.S.
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